THE X-MEN BATTLE THE BLOB, ONE OF THE STRANGEST SUPER-FOES OF ALL!
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X-MEN! THE TEEN-AGE SUPER-HEROES WHO HAVE TAKEN AMERICA BY STORM!
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X-MEN
THE MOST UNUSUAL
TEEN-AGERS OF
ALL TIME!

“BEWARE OF
THE BLOB!”

YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN A SUPER-VILLAIN LIKE THE
BLOB!! WE PROMISE YOU THAT! OF ALL THE GREAT
MARVEL EPICS, THIS
MAY BE THE GREATEST!

GOOD WORK,
CYCLOPS! YOUR
REACTION TIME HAS
SPEEDED UP THREE
PERCENT SINCE LAST
WEEK! NOT ONE
SAWDUST-FILLED
PRACTICE BAG HAS
GOTTEN PAST YOUR
POWER BEAM!

C’MON,
BOBBY BOY! SEE HOW
MANY YOU CAN CATCH
WITHOUT A
BOUNCE!

YOU MAY
STOP LOADING
THE EJECTOR
NOW, HANK!

WHO NEEDS TO
CATCH ‘EM, PAL?
I’LL JUST
FREEZE THEM
ON THE FLY
LIKE THIS!
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Scott, you are probably the most powerful of all my X-Men! Yet you always seem so grim—so unsmiling! Not like the others! This distresses me!

Sorry, sir! It's just that I worry about the awesome power in my eyes. If I should ever forget to shield them anything might happen sometimes I wish I were not Cyclops!

Scott Summers! Don't ever let me hear you say that again! I don't know about your gloomy face, but I'm glad I'm the Iceman! Yes siree!

Look out! You know I'm allergic to saw dust.

Little man, did anyone ever tell you that you are a feather-brained fathead? If it weren't for the fact that I abhor violence...

Sorry, beast, you're wasting your time. Flattery will go you nowhere.

That muscle-bound bookworm is too nice to you, short stuff! This is what I'd do if you tried to bug me!

Hey! Watch it! I just shined my little black booties!

Not when I can freeze 'em against the wall as easy as pie! Eskimo pie, that is!

Those whacky wings of yours don't worry me, Angel.

You talk mighty big, Warren Worthington, the third... but I notice you can't thaw Bobby's ice trap without a little help!

Stay out of this, Cyclops! It's between that frozen J.D. and me!

You repulsive runt! When I get through with you, there won't be enough of you left to fill up one rusty ice cube tray!
But suddenly the high-spirited Teen-Agers' movie now is interrupted by a piercing telepathic command from Professor X.

Free time is over! Resume your places! The training period will continue!

It's Marvel Girl's turn now! Are you ready, Jean?

A moment later...

It is time for your dexterity test, Jean. Hold that block of wood motionless in the air! Good, good, isn't this rather simple for one with my ability, Professor?

I know the extent of your telekinesis power as well as Jean, but it is not your power we are testing today...

It is how skillfully and rapidly you can use it. Seven seconds! Good! A marked improvement.

You know the rules, girl! No talking during testing period.

Oh—sorry, sir!

Does that mean I'm ready for bigger things, sir? Professor—what's wrong?

Silence! I detect the presence of another mutant. Clear your minds of all thoughts. There must be no interference as I try to mentally pinpoint the location.

Then, there in the silent chamber, the most gifted of all X-Men sends his uncanny thought probe out over the countryside, blanketing the area with invisible telepathic eyes!
Relax, you second-raters! It's my turn now. The Angel will accompany her in our search for the mutant.

That arrogant braggart, one of these days he'll go too far!

Warren Worthington the Third! Must you be such a show-off?

Hey, Hank--are we gonna let that high-flying heel get away with that?

We don't seem to have any alternative, my friend.

You conceited clown! I hope you get your feathers caught in a wringer.

I really don't think you're wise to antagonize the other X-Men the way you do, Warren.

Don't lose any sleep over it, beautiful. Remember, I'm the Angel! Those Earth-bound characters can't bother me! They're not in my class!

Some nerve! Him stealing! Jean right out from under our noses!

Let's face it, little friends! The Angel is the glamor boy of our select little group!

True enough, Hank! But one day he'll realize this is no game we're playing, but a grim, life-and-death struggle!

Gosh! Look at that fella burning a paper just by holding his hand over it! He must have an X-power, like us!

What luck! I found the new mutant first crack out of the box!

No, Bobby, he is not the one we seek! Keep searching!

Meanwhile, Hank McCoy seems to make a discovery...

Aw, rats! He's using a magnifying glass to burn the paper. I should have guessed.

That man is standing on air! I've found the mutant! He must have the ability to defy gravity!

Keeping vigil till the sun sets, the deceptively gentle 'beast' cautiously walks up the side of the tall building.

Good thing it's twilight! Nobody's apt to notice me in the gloom!
BUT, UPON REACHING THE FOURTH FLOOR, HANK FINDS...

"FALSE ALARM! HE'S MERELY SETTING UP AN ADVERTISING DISPLAY, AND STANDING UPON THE TRANSPARENT GLASS SHIELD WHICH WILL PROTECT THE SIGN."

AND, WHAT OF SCOTT SUMMERS, THE X-MAN KNOWN AS CYCLOPS? AT A NEARBY CARNIVAL...

"CAREFUL, LAD! THE MENTAL EMBARRASMENTS ARE STRONGER NOW! THE MUTANT IS VERY NEAR YOU!"

"THAT FELLOW--HITTING THE TARGETS WITHOUT LOOKING! PERHAPS HE IS THE ONE WITH AN X-POWER--AN EXTRA POWER!"

NO! IT'S JUST A FRAUD--TO LURE THE PUBLIC!

"I'LL TEACH HIM A LITTLE LESSON WHILE I'M HERE--AND DRAIN OFF SOME SURPLUS ENERGY AT THE SAME TIME."

HOLY COW! THE JOINT'S HAUNTED!

AT THAT MOMENT, CYCLOPS HEARS THE SHRILL SOUND OF A BARKER'S RAUCOUS PITCH...

"ALL RIGHT, FOLKS, HERE'S OUR MAIN ATTRACTION! WHAT YOU'VE BEEN WAITIN' FOR."


YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES WHEN YOU SEE THE FEATS THE BLOB CAN PERFORM! SO HURRY, HURRY, HURRY--THE SHOW STARTS IN FIVE MINUTES! DON'T PUSH--DON'T CROWD--THERE'S ROOM FOR ALL!!

THE BLOB! PERHAPS HE'S THE ONE--??

DON'T BUY A TICKET IF YOU'RE SOBAMISH! STRONG MEN HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO FAINT WHEN THE BLOB PERFORMS! SO HURRY, HURRY, HURRY--

YES! IT IS HE! THE ONE CALLED THE BLOB!

I'VE FOUND HIM!

CONTINUED AFTER NEXT PAGE
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10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
AND THEN, THE EXHIBITION BEGINS...

I WANT A HALF-DOZEN VOLUNTEERS - BIG, STRONG, STRAPPING MEN!

YOU'LL WIN ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS IF YOU CAN MAKE THE BLOB MOVE!

ONE HUNDRED CLAMS!! WOW!

JUST TO MOVE FATSO THERE? IT'LL BE A CINCH!

BUT AFTER TEN EXHAUSTING MINUTES...

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE! WE CAN'T BUDGE HIM!

NO WONDER THEY OFFERED A HUNDRED BUCKS!! A SILENT BOY HERE MUST BE NAILED TO THE FLOOR!

SO MESS THE MUTANT! HE DOESN'T SEEM SO GREAT TO ME! JUST A BIG, HEAVY GUY!

AND NOW FOR THE SECOND PART OF OUR DEMONSTRATION! THIS IS NOT FOR THE SQUEAMISH! THE BLOB WILL STOP A RIFLE LOAD OF BULLETS WITH HIS BODY!! READY, TEX?

YES SIR! AH'M READY!

POW! POW!

Seconds later, after the smoke has cleared,

FAKE! FAKE! HE WAS PROBABLY SHOOTIN' BLANKS!

WE WANT OUR MONEY BACK!

WAIT!! I LOOK AT THAT!!

HE REALLY DID STOP THE SHELLS!!

THEY COULDN'T PENETRATE HIS SKIN!

NEVER SAW ANYTHING LIKE IT! THE BLOB HAS A BODY LIKE SILLY PUTTY!! HE CAN DO ANYTHING!

DON'T TOUCH THAT!

WOW! HE'S TOSSEIN' THE SHELLS AWAY JUST BY EXPANDING HIS CHEST!!
LATER, AFTER THE EXHIBITION...

NO WONDER PROFESSOR X WANTS TO GET THE Blob BEFORE THE EVIL MUTANTS CAN CONTACT HIM! HE'S FAR MORE POWERFUL THAN I SUSPECTED!

THERE'S HIS WAGON NOW! I WONDER IF HE REALIZES HE'S A MUTANT??

MY NAME'S Summers! Mind if I have a few words with you?

IF IT'S A TOUCH RUBE, YOU'RE WASTING YOUR TIME!

IT'S NO TOUCH, Fella! Have you ever heard of-- THE X-MEN?

THOSe JERKY JUVENILES IN THE Corny COSTUMES?? Sure, I heard of 'em! So what?

THEY WANT TO SEE you! I was sent to bring you to their HEADQuARTERS! AND the X-MEN don't take "no" for an answer!

I SHOULdn't lose my temper, but this obNOIUS, OVERstuffed APE sure rubs me the wrong way!

LOOK, STRING-bean! Take those sun-glasses of yours and get lost before I throw ya clear back to WHERE you CAME FROM! GET THE PICTURE?

PAY NO ATTENTION TO MY BOORISH FRIEND, BLOB! He couldn't CONVINCE a drowning man to take a life preserver, but this little lady and myself would be happy to drive you to the X-MEN!

OUR CAR IS WAITING OUTSIDE...

WELL, WELL! NOW you're talkin' my language! I'll go if me and this cute tomato can sit in the rumble seat, heh heh!

LEt me handle this!

IT'S TIME you LEARNED SOME MANNERS, Tubby-- and here's your first LESSON!

HEy! WHAT THE -- ??!
YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE BEEN SO ROUGH WITH HIM, SCOTT! I'M SURE HE DIDN'T MEAN ANY HARM!

THAT'S RIGHT, DOLL, I'M JUST A BIG, FUN-LOVIN' KID. THAT'S ALL.

AND IT'S LUCKY FOR YOUR TWO SKINNY FRIENDS THAT I AIN'T MAD, SEE?

BECAUSE THERE'S NO WAY THAT CAN HURT THE BLOB! DO I MAKE MYSELF CLEAR??

AND NOW THAT I MET RED RIDING HOOD HERE, I'VE CHANGED MY MIND! LET'S GO VISIT THE X-MEN!

AND SO, THE BLOB IS BROUGHT TO PROFESSOR X, AND CONSENTS TO HAVE THE EXTENT OF HIS STRANGE POWER TESTED...

I UNDERSTAND YOU CAN'T BE MOVED WHEN YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON ONE SPOT; LET US SEE HOW TRUE THAT IS!

START CRANKIN', MISTER! YOU'LL FIND OUT!

EXTRAORDINARY! YOURS IS A MOST UNUSUAL POWER. THE VERY MOLECULES OF YOUR FLESH REACT TO YOUR MENTAL COMMANDS AND SEEM TO PERFORM ALMOST ANY FEAT YOU DESIRE!

IN PLAIN ENGLISH I'M PRETTY TERRIFIC, HUH? HECK, I COULDA TOLD YOU THAT ALL THE TIME!

THIS CHUBBY LITTLE SHRINKING VIOLETS NEEDS TO BE TAKEN DOWN A PEG OR TWO, PROFESSOR. MAY I HAVE YOUR PERMISSION?
Better stay out of this, Sonny boy! I could handle a dozen like you before breakfast— in my sleep!

Permission granted, Iceman! But be careful! The Blob is more powerful than you suspect!

Don't worry about me, sir!

First, we'll make sure he stays a while, so I can really enjoy the fun and games I've got planned.

You expect that little chunk of ice to hold me, Shorty?!

All I've gotta do is wiggle my big toe—like this!

Nobody's ever done that before!

But I'm somebody, Junior! I'm the Blob!

I have seen enough! I am convinced you are a true mutant and, as such, I extend an offer to you— to join the X-Men!

Thanks for nothing! Baldy! I'm stronger than all of you put together! Who needs you? I'm not gonna let anyone boss the Blob around— no sir!

This is unheard of! No one has ever refused us before. You cannot be permitted to leave now that you know our identities— it is out of the question.

Stop him, my X-Men! I must drive this memory from his mind! Take him to my lab!

Stay back, you overgrown mosquito! Nobody's takin' the Blob anywhere!

Professor X gives the orders, Moonface! and don't— yeow! my hands! Around here, you're going to regret that, Blob!

I warned ya, pretty boy! If bullets can't hurt me, what do you expect those pink little fists of yours to do?

That's what you think, deadhead! Raise that visor of yours another inch and this little sparrow of yours will never fly again!

Don't worry about me, Cyclops! Let him have it! He's too dangerous to take chances with!

I can't! I can't risk Angel's life! It's up to the others!
THEN, MOVING WITH STARTLING SPEED FOR ONE SO MASSIVE, THE Blob MAKES THE FIRST MOVE, AS ALL FURY SEEMS TO BREAK LOOSE IN THE GREAT CHAMBER...

HERE! YOU TWO DESERVE EACH OTHER!!

FALL BACK, MY X-MEN! REGROUP YOURSELVES! PLAN YOUR ATTACK CAREFULLY! YOU ARE BEING TOO CARELESS! YOU MUST WORK AS A TEAM!

RATS! I MISSED HIM!

I'VE GOT TO MOVE THE PROFESSOR AWAY! IF THE Blob ATTACKS HIM, HE'S TOO VULNERABLE!!

USING HER ASTOUNDING POWER OF TELEKENESSES, Marvel Girl HURLS THE PROFESSOR'S WHEEL CHAIR BACK OUT OF RANGE BEFORE THE Blob CAN REACH HIM!

ONCE I GET MY HANDS ON YOUR LEADER, ILL... HEY! WHAT'S GOIN' ON??!

JUST IN TIME! NOW, WITH THE PROFESSOR OUT OF HARM'S WAY, WE CAN CONCENTRATE ON THE Blob AGAIN.

BUT THEIR OPPONENT FINALLY DECIDES TO ESCAPE WHILE HE CAN...

OH NO! YOU DON'T!

THE DOOR'S HAUNTED, IT SHUT BY ITSELF!

OUT OF THE WAY, JEAN! LET ME TACKLE HIM!

THOUGH THEY CALL YOU THE BEAST, YOUR STRENGTH CAN'T NEARLY MATCH MINE! NOTHING CAN HURT ME!

FAR BE IT FROM ME TO DOUBT YOUR VERACITY, BIG MAN, BUT I PREFER TO LEARN THINGS FOR MYSELF!

CONTINUED AFTER NEXT PAGE.
Satisfied, Monkey Man?

Let's just say you proved your point, son.

Meanwhile, back at X-Men headquarters...

No bones broken, Professor. Gosh... what's wrong, sir??

My first mistake! My first really serious mistake! I foolishly took it for granted he would join us...

I had you bring him here! He learned where we are located, who we are! If he talks, the secret I have sworn to dedicate my life to will be a secret no more! He must not talk!!

Can't you drive the memory of what he has learned from his mind, sir? Yes, but not by long distance! He must be near me! He must be brought here again!

And, reaching the carnival, the Blob's thoughts are turning in the same direction.

I know the identity of the X-Men! That means I'm dangerous to them! They'll never rest till they've recaptured me!

But I'll out-smart them! I'll attack them first! I know where they are -- it won't be hard!
THE BLOG! WHERE IN SAM HILL HAVE YOU BEEN, YOU BRAINLESS LUMMOX?!

SHUT YOUR MOUTH! AND STAND UP WHEN YOU SEE ME! THINGS ARE GONNA BE MIGHTY DIFFERENT AROUND HERE NOW!

FOR YEARS I THOUGHT I WAS JUST AN EXTRA-STRONG FREAK! BUT I FOUND OUT WHAT I REALLY AM! I'M A MUTANT! UNDERSTAND? I'M ONE OF HOMO-SUPERIOR! AND THAT MEANS I'LL RUN THIS SHOW FROM NOW ON! ANY OBJECTIONS?

N-NO!!

GET EVERYBODY TOGETHER!! ALL THE FREAKS, ACROBATS, PERFORMERS--EVERYBODY!! I WANT THEM HERE IN FIVE MINUTES, NOW HOP TO IT, YOU PUNY HOMO SAPIENS, MOVE WHEN I GIVE AN ORDER!!

AND SO...

FROM NOW ON YOU ALL TAKE ORDERS FROM ME! AND THOSE WHO DON'T WILL WISH THEY HAD! I'M GONNA MAKE YOU ALL FAMOUS!

YOU'RE GONNA HELP ME BEAT THE X-MEN! I KNOW WHERE THEY'RE HIDDEN! WE'RE ATTACKING THEM! YOU'VE GOT YOUR WEAPONS AND YOU'VE GOT ME! WE CAN'T LOSE!

HEY LOOK! THERE'S ONE OF 'EM NOW! HE MUST BE SPYIN' ON US!! WHAT DO WE DO??

SHOOT HIM DOWN, YOU FOOL! HURRY!

BUT SHOOTING THE HIGH-FLYING ANGEL IS EASIER SAID THAN DONE, AND SO...

GOOD THING THE PROF HAD ME SPEND ALL THOSE HOURS PRACTICING MANEUVERABILITY... DOING GUNFIRE! BETTER REPORT BACK TO HIM, ON THE DOUBLE!

MINUTES LATER, BACK AT PROFESSOR X'S PRIVATE LAB...

GOOD WORK, ANGEL! IT'S AS I FEARED! HE'S PREPARING TO STRIKE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!

THAT'S WHY I'M RUSHING TO COMPLETE THIS ELECTRONIC MASS INFLUENCER! IT WILL INTENSIFY MY OWN THOUGHT WAVES SO I CAN DRIVE ALL MEMORY OUT OF THE MINDS OF AN ENTIRE CROWD!
FOR THE PROBLEM IS NOW MORE DIFFICULT THAN EVER! WHEN THE BLOB ATTACKS WITH HIS CARNIVAL HENCHMEN, THEY WILL ALL KNOW OUR WHEREABOUTS--AND THEY MUST ALL HAVE THAT KNOWLEDGE ERASED FROM THEIR BRAINS!

ALERT THE OTHERS, ANGEL! EVEN THOUGH IT IS THEIR STUDY HOUR, HAVE THEM DON THEIR UNIFORMS--READY FOR ACTION! THAT IS ALL!

UP AND AT 'EM, HANK! THE PROF WANTS EVERYONE IN UNIFORM AND Rarin' TO GO! ANGEL, ALTHOUGH YOUR COLLOQUIALISM ARE EXTREMELY COLORFUL, THEY ARE COMPLETELY UNNECESSARY!

I WILL BE FULLY GARBED AND AT THE READY BEFORE YOU SHUT MY DOOR!

SAY! WHAT HAVE YOU GOT BACK THERE? YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO BE STUDYING!

I WAS! I WAS, EH, STUDYING A PROBLEM IN, EH, KEEPING FOOD REFRIGERATED.

SURE! I WOULDN'T DOUBT YOU! NOW GET DRESSED!

SLAM!

HEY! WHAT'S GOIN' ON HERE??

SUFFERIN' SNOWBALLS! IT'S AN INVASION!! IT LOOKS LIKE THE WHOLE BLAMED CARNIVAL IS OUTSIDE!

AND BOBBY DRAKE IS ABOUT TO LEARN THAT THERE IS MORE TRUTH THAN FICTION TO HIS STARTLED EXCLAMATION!

THAT KID AT THE WINDOW SEES US, BLOB! IT DOESN'T MATTER NOW! IT'S TOO LATE FOR THEM TO STOP US!

ATTACK! THIS IS THE END OF THE X-MEN!
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WE MUST TAKE OVER THEIR HEADQUARTERS. I WANT ALL THEIR SECRETS, ALL THEIR SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES -- THEIR WEAPONS MUST BE MINE!!

NO NEED TO USE A BATTERING RAM, BOYS! WHY DIDN'T YOU JUST RING THE BELL??

OOF!

DIDN'T ANYONE EVER TELL YOU THAT IT'S IN VERY BAD TASTE TO COME BARGING IN THIS WAY??

OH, HAVING TROUBLE STOPPING? LET ME HELP YOU; I'LL JUST RAISE MY VISOR A BIT...

WHUP!

HIT 'EM FROM ALL SIDES! THEY CAN'T BE EVERYWHERE AT ONCE! USE YOUR GRAPPLING HOOKS!

WE'LL GET INSIDE AND OPEN THE DOORS FOR THE OTHERS, AND THEN --

SHUT UP! LOOK! WHO IN BLAZES IS THAT??!
ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE MYSELF! I AM, TO MY SORROW, CALLED THE BEAST!

ALTHOUGH I ADMIT IT'S A MOST UNWARRANTED CONSONANT FOR ONE AS SCHOLARLY, AS REFINED AS I FANCY MYSELF TO BE.

ALAS, I HAVE BEEN CALLED MANY SUCH UNFLATTERING THINGS!

THINGS WHICH CAN INJURE THE EGO AND THE ID OF ONE AS SENSITIVE AND HIGH-STRUNG AS I!

BUT I SEE MY SOLILOQUY BORES YOU! SO, LET US PUT AN END TO THIS FARCE! OOPS! FORGIVE MY CLUMSINESS, WON'T YOU?

KEEP FIRING!! SHOW HIM HE CAN'T PUSH MY MEN AROUND!!

OH, HERE WE GO 'ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH, THE MULBERRY BUSH, THE MULBERRY BUSH--

AND NOW, BLOB, I'VE BEEN WAITING THIS MOMENT WITH GREAT ANTICIPATION!!

I WOULDN'T EVEN WASTE MY TIME WITH YOU! RELEASE THE GORILLA, WE LET ONE BEAST FINISH OFF ANOTHER:

WHILE I MUST ADMIRE YOUR FLAIR FOR THE DRAMATIC, BLOB, I DEFINITELY RESENT YOUR UNFRIENDLY ATTITUDE! -- SAY, YOU REMIND ME OF MY LAST BLIND DATE!
LOOK SHARP, ANGEL! SOME REFUGEE FROM BONANZA IS TRYING TO LASSO YOU!

DON'T WORRY ABOUT ME, PARTNER! I JUST DROPPED BY TO LEND YOU A HAND, BUT YOU SEEM TO BE DOING FINE ON YOUR OWN!

THIS'LL CLIP YOUR WINGS, FLYBOY!! HEY—NOT SO FAST!

SPOKEN LIKE A TRUE SON OF THE WEST, MY FRIEND, WEST BROOKLYN, THAT IS!

DIDN'T EXPECT THE FLYING ZAMBOOZAC TO TACKLE YOU THIS WAY, DID YOU??

GOOD WORK, SWING BOY! NOW LET US BRING HIM DOWN TO EARTH!!

THEY GOT THE ANGEL! WE'VE GOT TO HELP HIM!

NO TIME FOR THAT NOW, LAUGHING BOY! LOOK WHAT'S HEADING TOWARDS US!

CYCLOPS!! DO SOMETHING! IT'S TOO BIG FOR ME TO HANDLE!

OH!

OOOF!

AH!! MY FOUR-FOOTED FRIEND IS TOO BIG FOR ANYONE TO HANDLE—INCLUDING THE FAMOUS CYCLOPS WHO I SHALL NOW PIN HELPlessly AGAINST THAT TREE!

DON'T JUST STAND THERE, POKER FACE!! RUN!!

RUN!! CYCLOPS DOESN'T RUN, LITTLE MAN!

AT LEAST, NOT WHILE I AM STILL ABLE TO RAISE MY POWER BEAM VISOR—LIKE THIS!!
But the amount of energy required for such a high-intensity power blast temporarily weakens the powerful cyclops, and...

I'll just toss off a few ice torpedoes and -- Hey! What the -- ???

Now's our chance! With him out of the way, the others will be easy!

Brother, are you livin' in a fool's paradise!

This'll take care of you, small fry!

The blob was right! These insulated suits let us get near this kid without freezinn'! I've got to help iceman!

But Marvel girl soon finds it is she who needs help!

Surround her! Good! Now seize her! She can't stop all of you at once.

Meanwhile, a grim professor X watches from his lab window...

My x-men are fighting valiantly! But, although they possess all the power they need, they still have not sufficient skill to use it properly!

If they should fail, it will be up to me, alone, to stop the blob and his men!

My legs are of no use to me! I have only the power of my brain... and the hope of completing this intensifier in time!
While, down below...

We've got Iceman and the girl! What about the others?

You creeps! If I ever break away, I'll—

Not a chance, Sonny! You've had it!

C'mon, you guys! Tie up the kid and help us. This gal fights like an army!

Can't give up! If we're beaten, what will happen to the professor?

Hey, boss! We haven't won yet! I looks like Cyclops got his strength back. You may have to help personally.

Let's get out of here! If that guy's eyes are in working order again, I'm not hanging around till he turns 'em on me!

I hear you talkin', pal.

So there you are! The renegade mutant who thinks he can beat the X-Men!

Thinks? Sonny, you've got it all wrong. I know I can beat a bunch of costumed 'teen-age misfits like you! That power beam of yours can't budge me!

Maybe not, but if I blast the ground you're standing on, it's sure going to upset you, too.

Now! While he's not looking! This is our chance!

Continued after next page...
102 SMASH SONGS $3.49 ppd

- Includes The Top Rock, Rhythm, Pop and Country Hits
- Music Galore For All The Current Dances
- A Complete Record Library — Amazingly Priced
- Hours And Hours Of Listening And Dancing Fun
- Makes A Perfect Party-Pak

YOU GET ALL THESE GREAT TUNES

1. I Feel Your Coming
2. You Are My World
3. Chain
4. I Love You
5. See How She Loves Me
6. Love Me Little
7. Catch Me With A Smile
8. Tears Are So Easy
9. The Shadow Of Your Smile
10. Take My Love
11. Shadow Of Your Smile
12. Whispering Winds
13. Whispering Winds
14. Whispering Winds
15. Whispering Winds
16. Whispering Winds
17. Whispering Winds
18. Whispering Winds
19. Whispering Winds
20. Whispering Winds

PLUS THESE SIX DANCE HITS

1. Fly Me To The Moon
(Bossa Nova) (Tempo)
2. Limbo Rock
3. Slow Twistin
4. Hully Gully Baby
5. The Madison
6. Mashed Potato Time

plus FREE Dance Instruction Booklet showing how to do the "Bossa Nova", "Twist", "Limbo", "Hully Gully", "Madison", and "Mashed Potato"

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

HIT RECORDS, Dept. MB-1063
P. O. Box 171
Derby, Conn.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed is $3.49 (cash, check, money order). Please rush me my 102 SMASH HITS.
(please print)

Name
Address
City Zone State

(Canadian Orders: Send International Money Order for $4.30)

Come On, Fella
Grab This Chance to
MAKE $1 TO $5 WEEKLY
and
Win DANDY PRIZES, Too

Sell GRIT 5¢ PROFIT on every copy you sell.
America's Greatest Family Newspaper
Join the more than 30,000 Boys
12 or older now selling to
900,000 families

HURRY If you are a boy 12 or older. Send This Coupon in an envelope or pasted on a post card.

GRIT PUBLISHING CO., Williamsport, Pa.

MC 12.3

Send my first bundle of papers, selling helps and prize offer.

Name

Are You a Boy? Age Date Born

In Care Of

Street and No.

Post Office

City State

Fill Out and Mail Coupon Today
ANOTHER MARVEL MASTERPIECE

Now on SALE!

The Amazing
Spider-Man

The Most Original Super-Hero of All Time!

Electro!

A Menace So Powerful That Spider-Man's Strength Is Useless Against Him!

A Scene You Will Never Forget! See...
The Defeat of Spider-Man!

IN THE FABULOUS MARVEL STYLE
WE DID IT! HE'S HELPLESS NOW!

YEAH! WITH THIS TIGHT SACK OVER HIM, HE CAN'T MOVE HIS VISOR TO FREE THAT BEAM OF HIS!

HERE'S THE ANGEL! WE GOT HIM TOO!

COME ON, YOU GUYS! GET THOSE ROPES AROUND HIM! I CAN'T HOLD HIS WINGS LIKE THIS ALL DAY!

WHAT DO YOU THINK WE'RE TRYIN' TO DO? HE DOESN'T KNOW WHEN TO QUIT!

WHAT DO THEY FEED YOU X-MEN ANYWAY? AIN'T YOU GOT BRAINS ENOUGH TO KNOW WHEN YOU'RE LICKED?

IF I COULD JUST FREE MY WINGS, I'D SHOW YOU, WHO'S LICKED!

TIE THEM UP—HURRY! REMEMBER THE BEAST IS STILL FREE!

MEANWHILE, THROUGH SHEER AGILITY AND MUSCULAR DEXTERITY, THE BEAST FINALLY DEFEATS HIS INHUMAN OPPONENT.

HAPPY LANDINGS, MY ANTHROPOID AMIGO! I'VE GOT WORK TO DO NOW!

ONE SIDE YOU SLOW-MOVING BUNGLES! IT'S THE BLOB I'M AFTER!

HERE HE COMES!

HE CAN'T STOP NOW, HE'S MOVING TOO FAST!

BRACE YOURSELVES!

HOLD FAST! WE GOT HIM!

MINUTES LATER...
IF THE FOUR OF YOU STAY OUT OF TROUBLE NOW, I MAY LET YOU LIVE--FOR A WHILE LONGER!
AND DON'T EXPECT ANY HELP FROM THE ICEMAN--HE'S GOT HIS OWN PROBLEMS RIGHT NOW!

STILL INSANELY, COMpletely MOTIONLESS, THE MAN KNOWN AS PROFESSOR X SITS AND WAITS FOR THE ATTACK WITH GRIM RESOLVE... AN ATTACK HE HAS BEEN FOLLOWING BY MEANS OF HIS AMAZING MENTAL POWERS!

MAKE ONE FALSE MOVE, JUNIOr, AND THAT CIRCLE OF FLAME WILL FALL, MELTING YOU BUT GOOD!

MARVEL GIRL, I AM SENDING MY THOUGHT TO YOU! YOU ARE NOT AS HELPLESS AS YOU THINK! DO EXACTLY AS I SAY...

THROW HIM DOWN HERE, TO ME! I'LL HANDLE HIM NOW!

NOTHING CAN BREAK THE GRIP OF THE BLOB!

THERE! YOU'RE THE LAST OF 'EM! I'VE BEATEN ALL THE X-MEN, ONLY HELPLESS PROFESSOR X REMAINS.
YOU HAVE THE TELEKINETIC POWER TO MENTALLY MOVE AN OBJECT! USE THAT POWER TO REMOVE YOUR BLINDFOLD!

WELL DONE, JEAN! AND NOW, LOOK AROUND YOU QUICKLY! EVERY SECOND COUNTS! WE CAN STILL DEFEAT THE Blob.

KEEP LOOKING! I CAN 'SEE' WHAT YOU SEE BY PROBING YOUR MIND! AH! THAT IS WHAT WE NEED! SEND YOUR TELEKINETIC POWER THROUGH THE WAGON WINDOW—QUICKLY!

PERFECT! AND NOW, THE REST IS UP TO YOU!

I WILL NOT FAIL YOU, SIR!

A SCANT FEW SECONDS LATER...

MARVEL GIRL! HOW DID YOU MANAGE TO FREE YOURSELF??

WE HAVE PROFESSOR X TO THANK! BUT I'LL EXPLAIN AFTER I FREE YOU ALL!

FINALLY...

THAT'S HIM! THE LEADER OF THE X-MEN! HE'S HELPLESS! GET 'IM!

BUT HOW CAN THE X-MEN'S LEADER BE HELPLESS??

DON'T QUESTION THE Blob! JUST OBEY ME!

BUT, BEFORE THE Blob OR HIS MEN CAN MAKE ANOTHER MOVE...

WHAT HAPPENED??

WE CAN'T GET THROUGH! ONLY THE ICEMAN COULD HAVE DONE THIS! BUT HE'S OUR PRISONER!

A SOLID WALL OF ICE FELL IN FRONT OF US!

DON'T BET ON IT, BAL!
AND THEN, A HUGE SECTION OF CANVAS SEEMS TO FLOAT THROUGH THE AIR, WRAPPING ITSELF AROUND THE STUNNED AND STARTLED ATTACKERS!

SURPRISED, BROTHER BLOB? DON'T BE! YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING YET.

I SAVED YOU FOR LAST! THE BOYS ASKED ME TO!

I BEAT YOU ALL ONCE, AND I'LL DO IT AGAIN! BUT THIS TIME I WON'T BE SO MERCIFUL!

HELP!! THE X-MEN AIN'T JUST MUTANTS -- THEY'RE MAGICIANS!!

WE CAN'T GET OUT! IT'S FOLDING ITSELF AROUND US!!

BRAVO! SPOKEN LIKE A TRUE LITTLE BLOB!

STAY BACK! HIS GRIP IS UNBREAKABLE! ONCE HE GRABS YOU, BUT I'LL SEE TO IT THAT HE NEVER GRABS ANY OF US AGAIN!

I WAS A FOOL TO ALLOW THOSE BUMBLING HUMANS TO FIGHT YOU! WHEN I CLIMB OUT OF HERE, THE BLOB PERSONALLY WILL DEFEAT YOU ALL!

SORRY, CHUBBINS! WE'RE NOT GIVING YOU A SECOND CHANCE!

WHOOOM!

QUICK, STRETCHO! WE'VE GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE! LET'S BLAST OUR WAY THROUGH!

OKAY, X-MEN! THIS IS THE WRAP-UP! LET'S GET THOSE POP-GUNS AWAY FROM OUR FRANTIC FRIENDS!

EASY ON THOSE WALLS, BEAST! YOU'RE GIVING ME A HEADACHE!

YOU TRAVEL YOUR WAY ANGEL -- AND I'LL TRAVEL MINE. I'M JUST A NON-COMFORMIST AT HEART!
Using his powerful wings as pounding weapons, the angel knocks the guns from the hands of his enemies, as the beast causes them to retreat in panic!

But, their retreat is short-lived. For one low-intensity power blast by cyclops forces them to huddle helplessly in a corner.

No more! We give up!

And, at that moment, the grim-visaged professor X presses the OPERATE* stud on his completed intensifier ray—the ray which increases the power of his mutant brain, turning it into an awesome weapon!

This is the moment! When their resistance is at its lowest ebb!

My thoughts are your thoughts, Blob! My will is your will! You and your men have never heard of the X-Men. You have never seen our headquarters. You are all as you were before we found you. My will is yours! My will is yours!

And, within a matter of seconds... What's going on? What are we doing here?

I don't know! But we'd better return to the carnival before we get sacked!

Looks like you win again, sir! You ended the menace of the Blob by sheer brain-power alone!

No, the victory is not mine alone! For without your courage and skill in holding off the enemy until I could complete my intensifier, we would have been annihilated! We fought the right together, my X-Men, and we triumphed together!

And, so ends the tale of the mutant who might have achieved greatness as an man. Had his honor been a match for his power!

Step right up, folks, and see the Blob! Only twenty-five cents! Hurry, hurry!

What a life! Always on display for the rubes! Oh, well, it's better than starving!

But the brain of a mutant is an unpredictable thing. Professor X knows that some day in the future, the Blob's memory may return...

But, when it does... The X-Men will be ready! Now, until next issue, from homo superius to homo sapiens — farewell!
A Lifetime of Fun, Money, and Friends — FROM AMATEUR MAGIC!

COUNTLESS THOUSANDS have been amazed — spellbound — till gasping in astonishment — by the magic feats of Blackstone the Great, the world's highest paid magician. Now this wonderful new book and course has you performing "impossible" magic tricks — exactly unanswerable in just one hour! MYSTERIES OF MAGIC BY BLACKSTONE puts you in the center of good times, popular friends, fame. Even brings you BIG MONEY for amateur performances.

WHY YOU CAN'T GO WRONG

This famous Blackstone method reveals scores of fabulous magic secrets, admired by the greatest comedians and wizards of the past 3000 years! Shows you in eighteen step-by-step pictures, exactly how to do the startling tricks that make you a wonderfully welcome part guest — a real performer. Swiftly, almost without saying, you become the center of attention, the one person in your circle of friends —

GIRLS FLOCK AROUND YOU!

Every living room becomes your stage. You're in charge! Yes, spend just one enjoyable hour with this rare "BOOK OF SECRETS" and you'll be able to perform NINE baffling Illusions, FLAWLESSLY. Right away, your magic skills charm the most skeptical girls... girls who never knew you were there before you became an accomplished magician. And fellows, suddenly notice you ask to go to places, do things like the alluring matters of illusion, you've learned to find that magic gives you magnetism. And why not? The Great Blackstone himself is your tutor!

HAS YOU EARNING $10 TO $20 IN JUST ONE EVENING OF FUN!

Knowing hundreds of captivating tricks, manipulations, illusions is bound to bring you fame in your community — and FORTUNE, too! In an astonishing short time, Blackstone has you telling folks whether the serial numbers on these pages money are odd or even — without looking. Especially, you guess the dates on coins (and you're always right). You handle decks of cards like an old pro. What hand holds the hidden card? ...YOU KNOW, but nobody else does! You tie and use complicated knots in a twinkling. You instantly add any 5 rows of any 5 digits. You entertain your audience with famed "Sugar Lamp Trick." You magnetize glasses, make them stick to your body. Your thrill public and private audiences of any age, either sex. Yes, you need only a very small place ... cards, dominoes, matches, paper, an old-fashioned watch.

CLIMAX YOUR ACT BY PLACING A BEAUTIFUL GIRL IN A MAGIC "TRANCE" — THEN, CONTROLLING HER BODY, YOU SAY "LEVITATE" AND SHE FLOATS ON AIR!

$50 AT MIDNIGHT MAY BE YOURS

Amateurs who follow the simple Blackstone method can earn $10, $50, even $20 a week in extra money. Private parties, organizations, clubs, community groups are anxious to hire really good amateur magician. Yes, for 15 days full immediate REFUND of $1.25. (1) If you're not 100% delighted with the volume, simply return it within 15 days for full immediate REFUND of $1.25. postage and any more than you personal "good faith" deposit. (2) If this volume does everything we say it will, if your new life of magic is profitable as much fun, as you hoped it would be — then, and only then, will I pay the modest balance of $2. YOU CAN'T LOSE!

FREE!

TREASURY OF MAGIC...

Lists hundreds of fantastic tricks, illusion secrets, etc. Shows how WHERE to get fabulous bargains in professional equipment and gear at less than wholesale prices. How to adjust and use ordinary items you have in your house for decorations and background. How to produce astonishing effects, leave them breathless with wonder and admiration of your professional performances.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY — PAY FULL PRICE LATER

Don't pay now — only $1.25 refundable "good faith" deposit. After 15 days, if not delighted, you may keep Blackstone's MYSTERIES OF MAGIC; return for $2 balance, and pay no more than you personal "good faith" deposit. OR IF THIS VOLUME DOES NOT DO Everything we say it will, if your new life of magic is profitable as much fun, as you hoped it would be — then, and only then, will I pay the modest balance of $2. YOU CAN'T LOSE!

MAGIC FOR FUN AND MONEY DEPT. MF-12
334 E. 33rd St., New York N.Y. 16
15-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL

Send Blackstone's MYSTERIES OF MAGIC at once. I enclose only $1.25 as a "good faith" deposit. If not delighted, I shall return volume within 15 days for full, immediate REFUND, without attention or fuss. Or I may KEEP the rare BOOK OF SECRETS, before your bill for $2 balance, and pay no more. But if this volume does everything you say it will, keep the 15 days full of magic. And remember, you must pay $2 balance, and only then, will I pay the modest balance of $2.

MAGIC FOR FUN AND MONEY DEPT. MF-12
334 E. 33rd St., New York N.Y.

Send this coupon today and receive complete, master instructions on how to perform this fascinating trick. It's mine to keep, even if you return the book.

FREE! "The Levitated Lady" illusion. I understand I am sending this coupon today, and will keep the magic trick. If you return the book, I will receive the $2 balance.

FREE! Treasury of Magic. Full of extra magic, illusions, novelties, and original ideas will also be sent at no extra cost.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

AGE

PRESTO!... your techniques. the new "life of magic" begins!
MY SECRET NEW DYNAFLEX METHOD

CAN BUILD YOU A MAGNIFICENT NEW HUMAN-MUSCLED BODY IN JUST TEN MINUTES A DAY—with absolutely NO weight—NO bar-bells
—NO EXERCISE AT ALL!

Yes! If they LAUGH at you now when you take off your shirt—they'll be amazed—once they've seen the rugged DYNAFLEX BODY I can give you! I'll build you a tough massive body—shoulders clad with solid inches of he-man BRAWN. I'll give you bulging biceps, trip-hammer fists, power-packed legs, and a chest that will have you popping the buttons off your shirt with pride! (—SAYS MIKE MARVEL, "Builder of Champion Bodies")

In my classes this same course of Instruction would cost $110.00.

STRONG-MAN BODY THAT'S ADMIRRED!

Be honest. Down deep you KNOW you envy the guy with DYNAFLEX. Every man and boy secretly desires a broad brawny look, a solid musculature chest, handsome he-man shoulders, arms rippling with tone, solid arms, slim hips and springs. Power-packed legs. As a result, they buy ALP...PEL...they only laugh at skinny guys or those who don't have a "sense of proportion.

Let me give you a glowing new body, brimming over with energy and irresistible inches of solid muscle on your chest—he-man spasm. I can build you three inches of muscle and build it on your shoulders. I will mold you a handsomer, more muscular body—给自己 a crushing grip, legs chiseled with steel springs. In fact, you'll look awesome in that shirtless muscle-proof short suit. Pack your body with energy and stamina that will help make you popular.

GIVE ME TEN MINUTES A DAY

After DYNAFLEX, you'll be able to roll up your sleeves and take off your shirt and, for the first time in your life, you'll be PROUD of your muscular build. Yes, pal, say goodbye to your weak, floppy frame—let your body and your muscles grow and find fame with this muscle-proof appeal. You'll be proudly proud to have people see your MAGNIFICENT HUMAN MUSCLES at the beach or gym. And, when the fights start with everyone calling you weak when friends come around to squeeze your biceps or touch your bulging brawny chest—when they ask in amazement HOW you did it—tell them about the Magic Secret of DYNAFLEX!

Your Pal,

MIKE MARVEL

"Builder of Champion Bodies"

YOU PAY ONLY $1.98

COMPLETE

Nothing Else To Buy

Mike Marvel System, Dept. 343, 285 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

Mail Money Saving No Risk Free Trial Coupon Now

Mail coupon now and receive MIKE MARVEL's FREE GIFT to prove the power and accuracy of this exciting and informative book, for FREE—no cost and no obligation to purchase. Just send for this free gift.

Check as many of the following as you want:

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP:

Mail to MiKE MARVEL, Dept. 343, 285 Market Street, Newark, New Jersey.

Okay. MiKE MARVEL'S $1.98. Send me your name and mailing address and I will send you my system of muscle building for just $1.98. You have 10 days to examine the system. If not satisfied, just send the $1.98 back and send the book FREE!—but KEEP the system as my gift to prove the accuracy of this book.

Okay. MiKE MARVEL'S $1.98. Send me your name and mailing address and I will send you my system of muscle building for just $1.98. You have 10 days to examine the system. If not satisfied, just send the $1.98 back and send the book FREE!—but KEEP the system as my gift to prove the accuracy of this book.
Learn Radio-Television Electronics by Practicing at Home in Your Spare Time

Get Special Training Equipment Without Extra Charge

You use NRI equipment to get valuable practical experience. Home-lab experiments bring to life things you study, make learning more interesting, easier, faster. All equipment is yours to keep.

Fast Growth Offers You High Pay, Prestige, Bright Future

If you check the classified advertisements in your local newspaper, you will see more job opportunities for men with Electronics training than for any other category. These are better than average jobs, with bright futures for which YOU can qualify through NRI training. Thousands of men like yourself—most of them without a high school diploma—earn good money, enjoy greater prestige in TV and Radio broadcasting, in industrial plants making Electronics equipment or in businesses of their own.

Train With The Leader

Throughout U.S. and Canada, successful NRI graduates are proof that it’s practical to train at home in your spare time at your own pace. Keep your present job while training. For 45 years, NRI has featured the best Radio-Television Electronics training for beginners—men without previous experience. NRI supplies training at low cost because it is the oldest and largest home-study school of its kind. You will find the Electronics field a profitable one for the ambitious man. The NRI “learn-by-doing” method is the most practical way for you to get into this exciting field quickly.

Start Soon to Earn More

NRI training can bring prompt financial return. Soon after enrolling, NRI shows you how to earn $10, $15 and more a week extra fixing sets in your spare time. This can lead to a profitable Radio-TV business of your own. Others have found good paying jobs within a year after enrolling.

Mail the coupon below TODAY for our FREE CATALOG. It tells in words and pictures about the amazing field of Electronics. Read success stories, see the equipment you get. Find out about the NRI 60-day free trial enrollment offer and convenient monthly terms. National Radio Institute, Washington 18, D. C.

GET 64 PAGE CATALOG The Amazing Field of Electronics

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

National Radio Institute
Washington 18, D. C.

Send me full information without any obligation. NRI representative will call. Please print.

Name __________________________ Age ______

Address _________________________ City ________

State ________

An Accredited Member National Home Study Council

Many NRI graduates help build, install, operate and service automated electronic equipment for the new "Space Age" we live in—equipment used in offices, factories, the military. Others have important jobs as inspectors, laboratory technicians, etc., or hold essential civilian posts with the Government and Armed Forces.
GIVE ME JUST ONE EVENING and I'LL TEACH YOU TO HYPNOTIZE EASILY!

Hypnotize others quickly, safely—perform any known HYPNOTIC FEAT with EASE!
Amaze friends—Exert your Hypnotic Power over others—Be POPULAR and WANTED!

YES, it's true! You can hypnotize anyone as EASILY and quickly you'll be amazed! And it doesn't take special talents or long months of study. The very first day you receive this miracle GUIDE TO HYPNOTISM you'll be able to perform wonders that will astound everyone. It's that SIMPLE...WHEN YOU KNOW HOW.

Imagine the thrill of being able to EXERT YOUR POWER OVER OTHERS, you'll be the center of attraction at parties or work. You'll be able to make others do your bidding, perform incredible feats, and change the lives of people for years. And you'll do these wonders with EASE. For Hypnotism is the art of controlling the human mind and body to do tasks that are impossible for others. And you'll do it all before you know how.

SUSTAIN SECRETS REVEALED AT LAST
For years the knowledge of how to produce hypnotic sleep has been as well-guarded as a secret. But now the veil of secrecy has been lifted and the most important secrets and techniques revealed for the first time. The fact is that Hypnotism is a scientific fact that can change your life. With these secrets and methods, you can bring about this strange and wonderful control that has only been used by doctors, psychologists, and entertainers in the past. Now, this remarkable phenomenon will be yours to enjoy.

YOU CAN PERFORM...
First, you must understand that what another person does with a hypnotist, you can also do. There isn't anything anyone has ever done that you can't do. You can quit smoking, lose weight, stop drinking, change your personality, improve your memory, and do much more. And you'll learn how to do all these things without a POWERFUL guide to Hypnotism is written in plain, SUNDAY PLAIN language that anyone can understand. After the third lesson, you'll be able to begin performing countless techniques and powers clearly explained in the next 25 lessons. You'll quickly learn to use hypnotic methods to stop smoking, lose weight, improve your memory, and do much more. And you'll learn how to MAKE MONEY with your new power by entertaining at parties, lodges, club meetings, etc. Truly, this knowledge will give you a NEW STATUS of CONFIDENCE and POWER unlike any you have ever had.

ACT, FEEL AND BE A NEW PERSON!
How often have you wished that you could have the power to change your personality and influence others? Get started toward being an instant success, gain the respect and admiration of others and PLANT THE SEEDS of your success now. You can use your hypnotic powers to ACCOMPLISH anything, as easily as you can influence others to hypnotize you. It is all yours to do—making the new you possible.

MAIL NO-RISK FREE TRIAL COUPON!

P.S. Vector-Jones Publishers. Dept. 236
245 Market St., Novato, Calif.

YES, send me the 25-day HOME TRIAL of the complete 25-lesson GUIDE TO HYPNOTISM:

[ ] I enclose $1.96 payment in full— which will be refunded to me if I am not 100% delighted.

Name: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
City: _____________________________
Zone: __________ State: ___________

[ ] I agree that I will not use this power for other than proper use.

[ ] I enclose $1.96 payment in full — which will be refunded to me if I am not 100% delighted.

Signature: _______________________

*전체 문서는 이곳에서 읽을 수 있습니다.*